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3The Internet Archive 
is…
 Content
 4 PetaBytes, books/web/images/audio/software
 Expanding media types & collections
 Storage
 Perpetual, multiple copies, standards based
 SF and Menlo Park
 Access
 Free, public
 Multiple web sites tailored for content
Universal Access to Knowledge
The Archive’s combined collections receive 
over 6 mil downloads a day! 
www.archive.org
A 501(c)(3) non-profit ; Located in The Presidio, San Francisco, California
Started in 1996 to to build an ‘Internet library’ of archived Web pages; Expanded in 
1999 to include all media, texts, etc.
Focus 
• Harvest, storage, management & access to digital content
• Contribution and use of open source Web archiving software tools and services.
• Access to digital assets in the public domain
Web
150+Bil objects,~ 1.9 Petabytes of data compressed
Moving Images
Prelinger, public domain films
Still Images - NASA
Texts
Project Gutenberg, public domain texts, Children’s Digital Library
Audio
LMA, Grateful Dead, public domain audio clips,…
Educational Courseware
Other Collections: Software & Television (subsidiary)
4For Context: The Web 
Archive
Cumulative collection since 1996, now 1.9+ 
petabytes of primary data (compressed)
• A harvest is launched every two months to capture the 
‘entire’ www
– Includes captures from every domain
– Encompasses content in over 40 languages
• 150+ billion URIs, culled from 200+ million sites, 
harvested from 1996 to the present
• IA will add ½ petabyte to 1 petabyte of data to these 
collections each year…
100’s of thousands of online journals and blogs
Millions of digitized texts
100’s of millions of web sites
100’s of billions of unique web pages
100’s of file/mime types
But too many files to count…
A single snapshot of the visible Web now exceeds a petabyte of data…
Where do Blogs fit?
• A subset of the web archive
• Targeted harvests of blogs of interest
• Same tools and technology used
• Some aspects are easier than the general 
web harvests, some harder
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A little about web harvesting…
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The Web’s “Shape”: HTML 
pages
• 1 “page”, 
35 URLs
• 1 HTML
– 7 text/css
– 8 image/gif
– 17 image/jpeg
– 2 javascript
A “page” that shows a single URL address is actually assembled from many different 
kinds of content – the browser hides the details, except when you notice parts load 
slowly (or not at all).
There is a tree-like hierarchy to a page. 
The Web’s “Shape”: 
hypertext
Every click loads a new page – which itself may again have many parts.
There are many possible paths – both staying on the same site and going to other sites. 
All inclusions and paths are URL references – so there is a self-similarity between 
loading a page and navigation. 
9Web Harvesting 101
WARC
At its most basic level, automated harvesting simulates what a person at a web 
browser would do – but repeated and parallelized at a computer’s scale and 
speed. 
Harvesters all follow the same basic looping process:
• Choose a page/resource (URL) to try next
• Request it over the network…
• …and receive a response.
• Examine for references to other pages/resources
• Save both the content and the new URLs to consider
…repeated until time/budget constraints run out or no more URLs of interest remain. 
Statistics – Legal Blawgs
Partner: Library of Congress
• Monthly harvests from March 1, 2007 - present
• Avg # of seeds: 100-130
• Avg # hosts crawled: 5000+
• Avg volume of raw data collected: 30 - 65 GB
• July 2, 2009 crawl stats:
– Total Seeds Crawled: 97
– Total Seeds not Crawled: 2
– Total Hosts Crawled: 5345
– Total Documents Crawled: 1129709
– Total Unique Documents Crawled: 808112
– Total Raw Data Size in Bytes: 51457498268 (48 GB) 
– Total Compressed WARC Size: 11937520146 (11.12 GB)
– Novel Bytes: 34271223589 (32 GB) 
– Duplicate-by-hash Bytes: 17186274493 (16 GB) 
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What’s different about blogs?
• Easier:
– Manageable (finite) scope
– More text than rich media
• Harder:
– Rapidly changing content
• About the same:
– Permissions
• Permissions are the main obstacle to capturing blogs
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Options for collecting blogs
Two options
– Curated contract crawls –
• Large organizations
• Large, complex harvests
– Iraq War, Legal Blawgs, .au domain crawl
• Uses Heritrix
– Archive-IT
• Smaller organizations
• Smaller collections, shorter duration
• Uses Heritrix
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Archive-It Blog Collections
Examples:
Alabama State Archives: Political blogs
University of Hawaii: Fiji Coup Blogs
Stanford University: Iranian Blogs
Massachusetts CommonWealth: State blogs
San Francisco Public Library: Politics blog
Moran Middle School (CT):  student blogs
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Stanford University: Islamic 
and Middle Eastern Collection
Purpose: Harvest and preserve Iranian Blogs
• Archiving over 300 blogs written by and for 
the Iranian people 
• Includes coverage of recent elections
• 16 million URLs, 1.4 terabytes of data
• Partner since February 2008
The importance of this project is in the examples
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The focus of this blog is persian music and culture, but this blogger, Omidreza 
Mirsayafi died in the Evin prison in Tehran in March
http://web.archive.org/web/20061209033309/http://rooznegaar.blogfa.com/  
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http://wayback.archive-
it.org/1035/20090602003243/http://www.mohandesmirhosein.ir/  --MIR HOSSEIN 
MOUSAVI: _ 
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Under the Hood
• Heritrix: (http://crawler.archive.org/ ) open source web crawler 
developed by the Internet Archive with financial support from the 
IIPC (International Internet Preservation Consortium).
• Nutch/NutchWAX: (http://archive-
access.sourceforge.net/projects/nutch/ ) a full text search tool 
(plus extensions) built on the Lucene text indexing engine, used
to search archival web content.
• Open Source Wayback Machine: (http://archive-
access.sourceforge.net/projects/wayback/) open source,
address-based access tool used to locate and view archived web 
pages
• WARC file format – ISO standard
Current release versions: 1.14.3 & 3.x
3.x contains features enabling ongoing  vs. snapshot based harvests
Issues
• Capturing v. preserving
– Relationships with LOCKSS, iRODS, others 
for preservation
– Support partners’ preservation strategies
– Our own preservation & fail-safe policies
• Permissions as a limiting issue
– Robots.txt
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See blogs:  www.archive.org
A 501(c)(3) non-profit ; Located in The Presidio, San Francisco, California
Started in 1996 to to build an ‘Internet library’ of archived Web pages; Expanded in 
1999 to include all media, texts, etc.
Focus 
• Harvest, storage, management & access to digital content
• Contribution and use of open source Web archiving software tools and services.
• Access to digital assets in the public domain
Web
150+Bil objects,~ 1.9 Petabytes of data compressed
Moving Images
Prelinger, public domain films
Still Images - NASA
Texts
Project Gutenberg, public domain texts, Children’s Digital Library
Audio
LMA, Grateful Dead, public domain audio clips,…
Educational Courseware
Other Collections: Software & Television (subsidiary)
More:  www.archive-it.org
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The experts: Internet Archive 
Web Group
Kris Carpenter
kcarpenter@archive.org
Molly Bragg
mbragg@archive.org
(415) 561-6799
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Thank you!
Linda Frueh
linda@archive.org
(240) 216-1797
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WARC: Web Archival Data 
Format
An approved ISO standard: ISO CD 28500
Collaboration of IIPC institutional members
Co-authors: Allan Arvidson, John Kunze, 
Gordon Mohr, Michael Stack
Builds on ARC/DAT file formats, accommodates related 
secondary content, such as assigned metadata, abbreviated 
duplicate detection events, and later-date transformations 
along with prior contents. No limit to file size.
.
WARC documentation: 
http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catal
ogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=4
4717
The final draft of the spec is available here: http://www.scribd.com/doc/4303719/WARC‐
ISO‐28500‐final‐draft‐v018‐Zentveld‐080618
and other (similar) versions here: http://archive‐access.sourceforge.net/warc/
Current file formats:
ARC -
http://www.archive.org/web/researcher/ArcFileFormat.php
The ARC files contain the actual archived documents (html, gif, jpeg, ps, etc.) 
in the order in which they were captured, each preceded by some header 
information about the document. These archived files are individually 
compressed (gzip) and individually accessible. Max size of an ARC file is 
100Mb. Avg. compression ratio is 20:1 for text files.
Example ARC files: http://archive-crawler.sourceforge.net/ARC-SAMPLE-20060928223931-00000-
gojoblack.arc.gzDAT -
http://www.archive.org/web/researcher/dat_file_format.php
Each ARC file has a corresponding DAT file. The DAT files contain meta-
information about each document; outward links that the document contains, 
the document file format, the document size, date/time of capture, etc. Avg. 
size of a DAT file is ~15Mb
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More on Archive-It
• Standard subscription level is $12,000 to $17,000 per 
calendar year, based on number of collections and seeds 
crawled and volume of data archived.
• We also have partners who require more than the standard 
level and who are at a $22,000 and higher level.
• As you can see, we have all different ways we can do this, so 
just let us know what your needs are, what issues are to be 
addressed and we will figure it out. 
• In 3.5 years we have never turned away an Archive-It partner 
due to lack of funding,
24
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(W)ARC File Anatomy
.
.
.
Text header
Content
block
(W)ARC File
(W)ARC Record
Length, source URI, date, type, …
E.g., HTTP response
headers and length bytes
of HTML, GIF, PDF, …
Append at will
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WARC Goals, part 1
• Ability to store arbitrary metadata linked to other 
stored data (e.g., subject classifier, discovered 
language, encoding)
• Support for data compression and maintenance 
of data record integrity
• Ability to store all control information from the 
harvesting protocol (e.g., request headers), not 
just response information.
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WARC Goals, part 2
• Ability to store the results of data migrations 
linked to other stored data
• Ability to store a duplicate detection event
• Sufficiently different from the legacy ARC 
• Ability to store globally unique record identifiers
• Support for deterministic handling of long 
records (e.g., truncation, segmentation).
The Archive is also 
Services
For the all media types:  www.archive.org
For Books:  www.openlibrary.org
For all NASA space imagery:  
www.nasaimages.org
For book scanning:  A network of 19 
scanning centers
For web harvesting: The Curated Crawl and 
Archive-It services
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